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Behavior of Lagrange interpolants to the

X. Ll- E.B. SAFF

Dedicated to A/do Ghizzetti

RIASSUNTO: Viene trovato il limite "star" debole delta successione delle misure
"counting" normalizzate degli zeri delle interpolanti di Lagrange, associate a nodi equi-
distanti in (-1,1] e relativi alla funzione f.(x) = Ix -sl, con s E (-1,1). Questo
risultato viene poi utilizzato per stabilire la regione esatta, in cui Ie interpolanti di

Lagrange convergono geometricamente.

ABSTRACT: We find the weak star limit of the sequence of normalized counting
measures of the zeros o/the Lagrange interpolants to f.(x) = Ix -sl(-1 < s < 1)
associated with equidistant nodes on {-I, IJ. We use this to establish the exa(:t region
in which the Lagrange interpolants converges geometrically.

KEY WORDS: Lagrange interpolation -Equidistant nodes -Zero distribution -

Potential theory.

A.M.S. CLASSIFICATION: 41AO5

1- Introduction and statements of main results

denote the LagrangeFor a function f defined on

:-l.,1}, 

let Ln{f;
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interpolating polynomial of degree at most ntoj at the equidistant nodes

X {n)
Ii -L+ 2k/n, k 0,..1., n.

Bernsteihproved that (cf. [8]) forJ(x) = lxi, the sequence LnGtl;x)
diverges if 0 < .Jxl< 1. Recently, BYRNE, MILLS and SMITH [9]GOnsid-
ered the rate of this divergent sequence. They proved.,. if 0< [xl < L.,.
then

lim suplLn{Jtl;x) -Ixlil/n
n-+t;X) ..

;= (1+X)(1+Z)/2(1-x)fl-Z}/2.

Li and Mohapatra [6]. further improved this result by showing that

(1.)

; 1

1:- 1Ln(ltl; X)"'" f%{
l In n~~ '..:. = e,

,Wn(X)

for all x E R (the set of real numbers), wherewn(x) :=flZ:o(x -x~n).).
In contrast to the above results, under the MSumption that f is

bounded on [-1.,1]. and analytic at x = 0, the authors proved in [7] that
the sequence Ln(f;x} converges to f geometrically in a neighborhood (in
the complex plane) ot x = O. This leads to the question of finding the
exact region where Ln(f;.) converges to f. Although the answer in the
general situation 1S still, unknown, we try in this note to gain some insight
by considering the special but interesting case when

f(x) = fs(x):= Ix-s1 (-1 < s < I)..

We determine the exact region in which Ln(fs; .) converges to (an analytic
continuation of) f s geometrically. This is done by studying the zero
distribution of Ln Us; .), which is equivalent to the nth root asymptotics
of Ln(fs; z) in C. Furthermore, we will show that .(1) has an extension
to all z in the complex plane C.

To state our results, we first introduce some notation. The potential
corresponding to the uniform distribution ~dt on [-1,1] is given by

~£U(z) log Iz- tl dt.



The level curves of U(z) are denoted by r s
s E R. Let

:={ZEC

U(z) =U(s)}

Os :=I-l..-sJur.. U[s,l] for{s1< 1:

Let lIn(t)bethenotmalized counting measure of the zeros of Ln(fs; .),

I.eo)
--'"\

the numbe~f the zero~f Ln(fsjz) in B1dv (t) ==n ,
B n

for every Borel setB ~ C. For a compact set S ~ C, we will use
Ext{S) and Int(S) to denote the unbounded and the (union of) bounded
components of C\ S, respectively, where C = Cu {co}. We need one
more concept from potential theory. A measurebs supported on ns is
called a balayage of the uniform distribution ~dt. on -1,1] tons if

[ loglz~ tfdbs(t)
J,()..

U(z) for all Z E Ext(Os)

On using the fact that r s is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem
for Int(r s), one can show that at least one such balayage bs exists (cf.
[5., §4.2])., and since U(z) is continuous in C., such a measure bs must be
unique ([5, Theorem 4.6, Corollary 2]).

We now state our results. Their proofs are given in Section 3.

THEOREM 1. The sequence of the normalized counting measure,S' {Zln}
of the zeros of Ln(f s; .) converges, in the weak star topology, to the bal.-
ayage bs of ~dt on [-l.!1] tons, as n -00 through a subsequence A of

positive integers.

REMARK 1. Our proof shows that, in Theorem 1, A can be any
sequence for which

(2) lim In ll!n= e-U(s)n-CK) -n
nEA

where a.. denotes the leading coefficient of L..(fs;')"

REMARK 2. It can be shown (by using Khinchine's theorem 1101 in
Lemma 3 below) that for almost all s E -1,1),



So, by Remark 1, the whole sequence {l/nJ~l converges to bs for almost
all s.

THEOREM 2 For s E{-.1,l ),we have

..(3)

limsup"ILn(f "'Z ) '.j. l!n= e U(z)-U(S)

..s,.."
n-~ ~

quasi-everywhere in Ext(ns) and

"]

(4) lim LnU,,;z)=(s- z) sgn(s)n--oo ...

geometrically for everyzE Int(rs)

Here we use "quasi-everywhere" to mean that the property holds
except on a set having logarithmic capacity zero..

REMARK 3. Note that U(z} > U(s) for z E Ext(!1s).. so (3) implies
that for quasi-every Z E Ext(!1s) a subsequence of Ln(fs; z) tends to 00
geometrically. It is also possible to show that (3) holds for almost all
z E Ext(rs) \ {-I, I} ands E (-1,1).

REMARK 4. Using Remarks 1 and 2, it can be shown that for almost
all s, limsup can be replaced by lim in (3).

REMARK 5. The relation (4) also follows from the general theorem
proved in [7].

THEOREM 3 For all z E C, there holds

(5) e.

Readers familiar with the subject of asymptotic zero distributions of
best polynomial approximants (cf. [2}., {3], l.ll]) will recognize that the
above results and their proofs have a flavor similar to those for the best
polynomial approximants. However, our proofs are a bit more involved
because in the present situation, unlike the case for best polynomial ap-
proximations, the limit measure bs is not the equilibrium measure on its

support.



Z -Lemmas

Defin~
s S:X S:1,.

-1 S:xS:s.

sx- ,
<ps(x) :~to.,

Then, if x < $

Ln(fs;x)..,.,fx- 8j = Ln«;bs;z)
2

By Newton's formula (cf. [8,p.14j),

(x+ 1 2(k-l),,- --~),.

where

., n.

Set k(s):= max{k: x~n) s: s}. Then k(s}:
closest node to the left of s (or equal to s)

[n (s+1 )j 2 ] and x(n) is the
k(s)

LEMMA 1.. (i) Ita ~ k ~ k(s), then ~~<Ps( ~l) =0.
(ii) Ifk.(s)+l ~k~ n, then

() k-k(S) (k2) ' 2 { ( 1)[ ( i, l)].}k ( _ ) = ..-1 :. n s+
(k -1 ) -' !~~kti.rll/>s 1 {k -k{s)- 1)!k(s)!n 2' 2

PROOF. Assertion (i) is obvious. To prove (ii), we need th~ following
two formulae [4]:

(6) (n ~ 1)

and

(7) (n ~ 2)
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Now

k

L
r=k(s)+

-l)k-r (:) <l>s{-l+~f).~<t>s( -1) =

kL (_!)k-r(k)r=k(s)+l r ( -8 - 2r
+-)=n

k-k(s)':'l ( k )L (-l)ll (-8-
1=0

~i~
n

+ -

2k k-k(s)-l 1( k ) 2 k-k(s)-l 1( k )=(-8 -1 + -) L (-1) --L (-1)
n 1=0 1 -n 1=0 1

-

2k
n

)( 

-l)k-k(s)-l( -8-1+ +k-l
k -k(s) -1

2
--( -l)k-k(s)-lkn

=k-2
k -k(s) -2

= (-1)k-k(S>-1(k-2)!{ 2k 2
(k-k(s) -l)!k(s)! (-s-l+-n-)(k-l)- :;;:k(k-k(s)-l

=

aThis concludes the proof of Lemma 1

d~n)(s) := ~(k -1) -[~] k

~

, n. Then we have the following simple leInIna.for k = k(s) + 1,
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LEMMA 2
LnUs; x) is

For s E (~1;1) and n ?: 2, the coefficient oj xn in

an :=::

PROOF. Note that

an = 2 x \ the coefficient of xn in Ln «I>" jX))

when n ~ 2, and

the coefficient of xn in Ln«Ps;X)

0We can now apply Lemma 1 (ii) to establish this lemma.

LEMMA 3.
.

For s E (-I,l}! we have

limsupl.d~n)(s)f!n~l
n--+CX)

PROOF. Since

nl~ n2(/s[.+ 1) ~ 271:

we have
limsupfd~n)(s)f1/n .s: 1
n-oo

Write

d~n)(s) = n(n-l} =: n(n- 1)111(s)

Then, to prove the lemma, it suffices to show

limsup 111\(8)[1/1\ ?: 1
1\-+00

(8)
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for all s E (-1,1).. Assume, to the contrary, (8) is not true for some
sE (-1,1). Then, there exist r E (0,1) and N > 0 such that

(9).. IIn{S) I < rn

for all n ~ N. Consequently,

{lO)

IIn(s) -In+l(S).j < 2rn

for n? N. But, with t (s+1)/2 E(O., 1),

-[nt}n -11

= I(n -l)[(n + l)t] -n[ntlt

If there are infinitely many n such that

(n -l)[(n +l)t] -n[ntJ. =# 0,

then for those n, n(n -1)IIn(s) -In+t(S).j ~ 1. So limsuPn-oo IIn(s) -

In+l(S)11/n ~ 1, contradicting (10). Hence there are only finitely many
n such that (11) holds. Therefore, there is a constant M > 0 such that
(n-1)((n+ 1)tJ = n(ntJ for all n ~ M. Then In(s) = In+l(S) fc)r n~ M.
This, together with (9), tells us that In(s) = 0 for n ~ M. That is,

.J!:!lt
1

for all n ~ M,. which implies that (n -l)t is an integer for eveJry n ~ M.
This can happen only if t = 0 or t = 1, which is impossible. This
completes the proof. 0

LEMMA 4 Let s E (-1,1). Then

limsup lanjl/nn-oo
e-U(s)
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PROOF. From Lemm&'5 2 and 3 and Stirling's formula we obtain

0

Then,LEMMA 5 Let x ~ s

2n2 (n )ILn(4>s;x)1 ::;: ~ "2 tw,,(x)J =: c(nj s)lw,,(x)l,
n

k(s)+l

! n. Then, using LemmaPROOF. Write dk for dkn) (s), k = k(s)+1

1, we have

Ln(l/>s;x)

k-n= L ,( -1)k-k(s)(k -2)! ~ n:
k=k(s)+l k.(k -k(s)-1)!k(s)! ndk (2) (x + 1)

.(x + 1 -2(k -1 ) )=
n

n ( l) k-k(s) ( ) ( n ) k-l d= L -Wn X"2 k

k=k(s)+l k(k-l)(k-k(s)-l)!k(s)!(x+l- ~)... (x+l-¥)(x-l)

Now, note that

Ix+ 1- ~~i*.i.~1 ~

2k

n
-1 + 2(k(s) +1)

n
~I ~ -1 + 2

= -(k -k(s) -1)
n\X+l-
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for k = k(s) + 2, n.

1£,,(4>8; x)1

< l~n{x)1 (~)n
-I n.

(k(S~ 

+
n Iwn(x)1 (~)k-lldkl

+ k=E+2k(k-l)(k-k{S)-1)!k(S)!~(k=k(S)-1)... ~(

Iwn(x)1 (~)n ( n

,k(s) +

n!+

n k-l
L Iw~(x)1 (~) Id~1 <:=k(s)+2 

k(k -l)(k -k(s) -l)(n -k(s) -l)!k(s)! (~)n-k+l -

jwn(X) I (~)n ( n )+~ n! k(s) + 1

~

t l~n(x)1 (~)n 2n <
k=k(s)+2 (k(s) + l)(n -k(s) -l)!k(s)! -+

2n2 (n
)<- -

-, 2n.
n

k(s) + 1

Equation (13) follows directly from an application of Stirling's for-
mula. This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 0

LEMMA 6 For z E [-1,1], there holds

IWn(z)le-nU(z) :::; 3n2

PROOF. To simplify the notation, we write Xk for x~n), k = 0,1, ...,n
Using the monotonicity of log x on (0,00), we have for k = 1,2, ..., k(z),

log Iz -tldt;



[11]
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and for k = k(z) + In-!,.

log Iz -tldt

Summing the above inequalities, we get

J XIc(%~

-1

log Iz -tldt,

1
+ r "

J:l:1o(Z) +

or, equivalently,

1 1
;-log Iwn(z)l- ;-log(l -X2)~ U(Z) -~ 1:&/0(%)+1

2 :&/0(%)

:15)

loglz -tldt

Now l Xk(Z)+l

Xk(z)

log Iz -tldt =g(z -Xk(z») + g(Xk(z)+l -Z),

where g(u) := ulogu -u. Note that g'(u) = logu < 0 for u E (0,1), so 9
is decreasing and g(u) < g(O+) =0 on the interval (0,1). Since

it then follows that

I

("'A:(z)+

}"'A:(z)

Using this together with (15), we obtain

Qwhich implies (1.4)



3 -Proofs of Theorems

We are now ready to prove the theorems of Section 1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let S E (-1,1). .If x ~ s,then, from
Lemma 5, we have ILn(4>s;x)t ~ c(n;s)Jwn(x)l, ~dso

ILnUs;x)-lx -sfi=2ILn(CPs;x)1 S 2c(n; s).Jwn(x)..J

If x ?: 5, then, since

L~{lt- 81; x)= L,,(I- t+ 81; X) = Ln\.lt-\-8).J; -X)

it follows from (16) and the fact that Iwn(-x)1 Iwn(x)!

]Ln(fs; x')-lx-sll~.lL..(lt-(-s)l; -x)-I-x-(-s)ll~ 2t(n;,--s)lw..(x)1

Hence, with c{n; s):= max{c(n;s),c(n; -B)}

ILn(fs;x)-lx -stl ~2c(n; s)..Jwn(x.).J

for all x E [-1,.1]. Note that, from (13),

limc (n-s )l!n
n-+oo .. e-U(.s)

Next we need to estimate Ln(f,,;z) for z E C. Let us first estimate
Ln(f$;Z) -'"' Iz -81 by extending (17) to C. For definiteness, we assume

8 > 0; the case when 8 < 0 can be handled similarly. Define for n ~ 2

p(z) := log !Ln(fs; Z) -(8 -Z)I- nU(z)

Thenp( z) is a subharmonic function in C \
Using the maximum principle, we have

-1,1] with p(oo) = log lanl

p(z)::; 

max p(z) = max{ ma:x p(z), maxp(z).t z E C
zE[-l..l] zE[-l,s] zE[s,l[

By (17),

<
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where in thel~t inequality we used (14). On the other hand, for z E[s.., 1

(z ) (eP=
jL (f 'z ) - I z~s l -2 (s- z)/e -nU z) < n s,

-
$ILnUs; z) -rz-slre~nU(z) +2[z -., s[e-nU{z) :S.:

S2c(n;s)/Wn(Z)Je-~U(z) +4e-nU(z) ;:; 6c(n; s)n2 +4e-nU(z)

where in the l3$t inequality we used (14) again. So.,

for Z EC,

p(z)~ max{log(6c(n; s)nj, log (6c(n;s)n2+4e-nU(s»)

= log {6c(n;s)n2 + 4e-nU{s)} =: logK(n; s);

and, by using (18), it is easy to verify that

An important consequence of (20} and (2.1) is the following:
s>O ,

For

limsupjLnUs;z)- (8 -z)11/n::;: lim.K(n;s)l/neU(Z)
n--+(X) n--+(X)

= eU(z)-U(S[ < 1

for all z E Int(rs).
Now, we are ready to estimate L..Us;Z)..

cc, A
function for Ext(Os) with pole at 00.. Set r p
p > O. Since

Let Gs (t) be the Green's
:= {z E C: Gs(Z) = p}.,

(/ ( zr-U(s) > 1=e

uriiformly for z E r p, we have, for n sufficiently large and z E rp, rz-sj ::;
K(n;s)enU(z). Thus, using (20) we obtain, for n large and z E rp!

!LnUs; z)] ::; fz -sf+ K(n;s)enU(z} ::; 2K(n;s)enU(z)



Next, define

P(z) logjLnUs;z)l- nU(z).

Then P(z) issubharmonicinC\[-l,..ljwith P{oo) = logjanl. From (23),
.for each p> 0, there IS a constant N(PJ> Osuch that when n ~ N(p),

A

P(z} ::; log{2K(n; s)}, for zE rp.

Fix p* > 0, and let Ip.denote the set of all the zeros of LnUs;z) that lie
~

in Ext(r p*). Choose p E10,p*). LetG(z; \)betheGreen's functionior
Ext(rp) with pole at (.. Then G(z; 00) =Gs(z)- p.. Define

h(z) := P(z) + L G(Zj ()
'<;Elp.

A

Thefunctionh(z} issubharmonicin Ext(f p), and by (24) ')

limsuph(z) = P(E) :5Jog{2K(n;s)}
z-+~Efp

Hence, the maximum principle for sub harmonic functions gives

h{z):5: log{2K(n; B)}

lor all z E Ext(f p)
Ext(r.p.). Thus

Note that G(oo; () = G«;;oo) ? p. -p for <; E

h(oo) = log jan.1+ L G{oo;() ~ loglanl +nvn{ Ext(f p") }(p* -p).

(Elp"

where l/n is the normalized counting measure of the zeros of Ln (f s; z).. It
then follows from (25) that

2K(n;s)
1anl

(p* -p)nVn

h

Ext(rp. ) } ~ log

Now, from Lemma 4, we can find an infinite subsequence of positive
integers, say A, such that

lim la il/n = e-U(s)n-(X) n
nEA



Thus, (26) and (21) imply that

and so

A

JLIrJ,lIn{ Ext(rp".)} =0 for every p'
nEA

> o.

Let 11 be a weak star limit of {1I1I}~1' Then, from (27); sup~(l!)~

C\ Ext(Qs)' But (22) implies that Ln(ls;z) -z-sfor z E Int(r~),.and
therefore Ln (Is; z1.has only finitely many zeros in each compact subset
of Int(r s), Hence, we must have SUpp(lI} g Os-

We now show that the sequence {lIn}nEA converges ift the weak star

topology to the measure bs- Suppose that for some infinite sequence
Ao ~ A, IIn -11 in the weak star topology as n -00 and n E Ao -We
claim that

for all Z E Ext(f2st. Indeed, flxz E Ext{Qs). Then, by {24), we have for
n ~nz

Iln
2K(n;s)

--l~:r
Let R> J.z[ +1, so that

il~R loglz-tldvn{t) ?:O.

Then (29) yields

k'~R
2K(~; ~)c11/nlog Iz -tldlln(t) 5:U(Z) + log

fan1



and so, on letting n~oo, n E AOr we obtain

1lim sup
n-oo it]<RnEAO -

loglz~tldlln(t)~ U(Z)

By the lower envelope theorem (cf. [5D, we then get

lt1.5:Rlog 

[z- tldv.(t) ~ U(z),

for quasi-every z E Ext{o.s], with R > fz{ + 1. But since both poten-
tials in (30) are continuous in Ext(o.s),{recall. that supp(v) ~ o.s).. this
inequality holds for everyz E Ext(o.s), R > Izt + 1.. LettingR-- 00

gIves -
( log Iz -tldv{t) ~ U(z),

lc
which is equivalent toclairn (28).

Since the difference of the two sides in (28) isa harmonic function
in Ext(ns) even at 00 with value 0, the equality in (28) mustho.ld for
allz E Ext(ns), Thus v is a balayageof dt/20n [-1, IJ to ns. Byth~
uniqueness of bs, v = bso Therefore, the sequence {Vn}nEI\ has only one
weak star limit and so it converges in the weak star topology, and the
limit measure is bs'. 0

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Equation {4) follows from (22)
.verify .(3). Inequality (23) implies that

We now

limsup.\Ln(f ;,;z)f/n
n-oo

s: 21~ {2K(nj s)yineU(z) U\z)-U(s)e

A

for z E fp,p > O. By the arbitrariness of p > 0, (31) holdS for all
z E Ext(Os). On the other hand, if A is chosen sU,ch that (2) holds,
then Vn -+ bs as n -+ 00 and n E A by Theorem 1. So, for quasi-every

z E Ext(Os), we have by the lower envelope theorem

~J
lixn sup 1L:(!,,; z )11/nn-~

nEA

logjz-tldvn( 

t)
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Therefore, equality holds in (31) quasi-everywhere in Ext(fls), and so (3)
is true. 0

-

PROOF OF THEOREM 3; Equation {5) is valid.r°r zE R by [6}.
So we assumez E C\R. First, note that U(z) > U(O) = ~l and
limn-"oo Iwn(Z)ll/n =eU(z) for zE C\R. Next, note that (5) is a conse-
quence of the following:

Hence., we need only show (32)-
Letn' := Inf2]- Since Ln(lt!;x) is an even function,. we can write

Ln(ltJ; x) = Pn,(x2) for some Pn' E 'Pn,.. It is easy to verify that Pn' is
the polynomial of degree at most n'which jnterpolates ~ at the points
(0 ::;)tn, < tn'-1 < -,- < tl <to = 1 with tk = (x~n))z,. k= 0,. f,."". nt,

.n' ,Define wri(x) := nk=O(X-tk).. We now claIm that

Jtdt
Pn'(Z) -Vz= ~:(=t)(t+ ;)' Z EC\ (-:;.00,0}

We Check (33) only for the case when n is even. The prooHor the case
when n is odd follows the same line and is simpler. When n is even,
tn, = 0.. So, the point 0 isa point of interpolation and Pn,(zY/z is the
polynomial of degree n'-!. that interpolates !./\iZ atpoints{O<) tn,-! <

.....< 4<to = 1. Then, usmg the HermIte formula:

~ ,(z} 1 w*(z) l d( (34) ~ -~ = -
2n. 17( * ( /" )/ 1'

)( /") ' z E.Int('Y).,
z v Z Z7r1. "Y v~ Wn ~ ~ Z -~

where'Yis an arbitrary positively oriented cQntourin C\(-oo, O} that con-
tains{tnl_J} in its interior. Let., deform to the boundaryofA(ip,r".z:l):=
{z: jarg.(z)f:S ip and r :Slzl :SR} with 0< ip< 7r and 0 < r < 1/n2<
1 < R. Now, let the inner radius .r tend to 0 and the outer radius R
tend to 00 and then let the angle ip tendto7r. Then the inte~al in (34)
converges to the inte~al in (33) multiplied by -2/i, from which our claim
(33) follows.

In terms of Ln(ltf;z), (33) yields

Ln{]t.I;z}- z
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Define

Vldt
( -00, OJ.zEC-

w~( -t)(t + z)

Then
Sn(Z) = [00 ~~

Jo t+ Z

, 

z E C\ (-00,.0],

where

~ 0 for t ~ O.
7rW~(-t)

Im(z) ..Im{Sn(z)) < 0 if Im(z,) # 0

and
S..(z) > 0 if z > o.

Now, we can define an analytic function Hn(z}:= Log(Sn(z)jSn(l))
for z E C\ (-00,0]. Since IIm(Hn(z))1 = IArg(Sn(z)jSn(l)) I < 1r, then

we have

locally uniformly for z E C \ (-00, O). By Schwarz's integral formula,
Hn(z) can be expressed in terms of Im(Hn(z)) and Re(Hn(zo)) in any
disk with center Zo contained in C \ (-00,0]. In particular, from (36) we

have

uniformly for Iz -1\ ~ P (p < 1). Then, by using a chain of circles we can
extend (37) to all points contained in C \ (-00,0]. It then follows that

0



locally uniformly for Z E C \(-00, OJ. Using.(l) with x = 1 in. (35).. we
get

1.,

and so (38} implies that

locally uniformly for Z E C\ (-00,0}.. This, together with (35), gives us

lim l f~Otj.;z) -Z ! l/n

n-+oo
=e

Wn(Z}

locally uniformly for Re(z) >0. Similarly,

lim IRn(I~ljz!:t:11fn
n-oo ..=e

Wn(Z)

locally uniformly for Re(z) < O. Now., from (39) &nd(40), we see that
(32) holds if, in addition, we assume Re(z) :# o.

Finally, we verify that (32) holds whenRe(z}=O. The proof for this
case turns out to be very lengthy. We will give here only a sketch of the
proof and leave the details to the reader. Assumez = bi for some real
number b # O. It is easy to see that

So, using Lagrange!sjormula, we have

Ln(ltl;bi) = (:C:2)n~Wn(bi) t< -l)k (n
k)~n. k=O bi -Xk

The summation in (41) (let's call it 8n) can be written as

n'I::(-l)k ( n ) -2bitx~n}tk=O k b2 + (x~n})2 for even n,
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[201

and
n' 2(Xkn»)2

L(- z (1\)2-' --.5.
k=O ,/ b + (Xk )

~r odd n, we apply the residue theorem to write Sn as

(~) for odd '11

1 { (-1)n'2r(n+l) (~)2 7rdz

2;i }C6,M r(~+ 1 + z)r(~ -z) b2 + (~)2 ~
Sn =

.
,

where CooM denotes the rectangle formed by lines Re(z) = -8/2 (0 < 8 <
1), Re(z) = n/2, and Im(z) = :f:M (M > 0). (This integral representa-
tion of Sn can be verified by noting that the integrand is analytic in CooM
except at z = 0,1,..., (n -1)/2 where it has simple poles and the residue
at z = (n -1)/2 -k is the kth term in the summation form of Sn.) Let
.Q(z) denote the integrand. It can be verified that
(i) for fixed n, the integral along lines Im(z) = :f:M tends to 0 as

M-oo,
(ii) the integral along Re(z) = n/2 tends to 0 as n -00,
(iii) the absolute value of the integral along Re(z) = -8/2 is greater than

cf.Q( -8/2)1 for some positive constant c independent of n.

Indeed, (i) follows from the (crude) estimate S1(z) = O(lzl-2) (n
fixed), while (ii) is proved by showing S1(z) = O(n-1/2(1/4 + t2)-1) (n-+
00) with z = n/2 + it (t real). Assertion (iii) is verified by the saddle
point method (cf. [1]). Note that the integrand n(z) can be written as

O(z) =
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n is even can be handled similarly, and (32) holdS

proof.
This completes our

0
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